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ONE HUNDRED WORDS HAVE NEVER SAID SO MUCH
Michigan Author’s Postcard-sized Stories Make for Addictive Reading
A bundle of lives, captured in one hundred words
Stolen Postcards is the new and unique release by Michigan author and editor, Jan Ackerson. What began
as an exercise in creativity and succinct writing, has fast become an addictive treat for Jan’s many fans.
Reading her 100 word stories has been likened to eating peanuts—you can’t
stop at one.
With skill, sensitivity, and a sharp eye for detail, Jan looks beyond the surface
of human behaviour to uncover the motives, hopes, and desires of the heart.
She is as deft at highlighting the humorous and ridiculous as she is at exposing
the unjust and unrighteous. Jan’s compassionate style of writing conveys the
message that we are all in this together, and we all have feet of clay.
Filled to overflowing with a cast of 366 main characters, Stolen Postcards draws
the reader into one moment in each character’s life, captured exquisitely in
exactly one hundred words.
Praise for Stolen Postcards:
“If you thrill at tiny wildflowers, single snowflakes, and that fleeting moment when the light
is perfect ... in Jan Ackerson’s Stolen Postcards you have found a book you are sure to love”
N. John Shore, Jr., author Ashes to Asheville.
“Someday I will master brevity as artfully as Jan Ackerson.”
Steve Buttry, veteran journalist and journalism professor.
JAN ACKERSON is a retired high school teacher and spends her time writing,
editing, and watching reality television shows. Jan is passionate about her family
and the improvement of the world through the implementation of social justice,
acceptance, and expressions of grace toward all God’s children. Read more about
Jan and her 100 word stories at https://100wordstoriessite.wordpress.com
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